Shape factors in equations of state. Part II. Repulsion phenomena in multicomponent chain fluids.
An equation of state for the multicomponent fluid phase of nonattracting rigid particles of arbitrary shape is presented. The equation is a generalization of a previously presented equation of state for pure fluids of rigid particles; the approach describes the volumetric properties of a pure fluid in terms of a shape factor, zeta, which can be back calculated by scaling the volumetric properties of pure fluids to that of a hard sphere. The performance of the proposed equation is tested against mixtures of chain fluids immersed in a "monomeric" solvent of hard spheres of equal and different sizes. Extensive new Monte Carlo simulation data are presented for 19 binary mixtures of hard homonuclear tangent freely-jointed hard sphere chains (pearl-necklace) of various lengths (three to five segments), with spheres of several size ratios and at various compositions. The performance of the proposed equation is compared to the hard-sphere SAFT approach and found to be of comparable accuracy. The equation proposed is further tested for mixtures of spheres with spherocylinders. In all cases, the equation proved to be accurate and simple to use.